Assay of mitogen-induced effects on cellular incorporation of precursors for scavenger, de novo, and net DNA synthesis.
In summary we have presented data on [3H]dThd incorporation into DNA for a positive and negative growth modulator. These data clearly do not correspond to those based on net DNA synthesis (ortho[32P]phosphate incorporation into purified DNA) and previous knowledge of the effects of these hormones on cell number and cellular DNA accumulation. The paradox was resolved by directly analyzing effects of hormones on de novo pyrimidine biosynthesis. E2 stimulated both de novo and scavenger pathways in the first wave of DNA synthesis and only de novo in the second (and subsequent) waves. In contrast, tam progressively inhibited de novo pyrimidine biosynthesis. These hormonal effects on intracellulr pyrimidine pool sizes rendered [3H]dThd incorporation data by itself uninterpretable. [3H]dThd is a useful measure of DNA synthesis only if verified by independent measures of net DNA synthesis for the same time course and treatment conditions. In addition it may prove beneficial in various experimental systems to develop direct assays of de novo pyrimidine biosynthesis to assess mitogen effects. The experiments presented may also prove to be useful in evaluating the effects of mitogens and antimitogens on cells synchronized in the cell cycle by any of a variety of means.